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If Johann Nikolaus Forke! is the father of modern musicology, as is asserted in the 
articles an Forke! in "Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart" and in "The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians111 , then Johann Mattheson and Johann Adolph Scheibe 
would have tobe considered two of the more important forefathers of our discipline. 
Certainly their contributions provided a solid foundation for Forke!' s work2• Signi-
ficantly, the lives and works of these two scholars over lap chronologically. Also, 
their treatises reflect the high level of personal interaction between them during 
Scheibe's formative three years in Hamburg, 1736 to 1739. These were the years during 
which Scheibe's style and philosophy as a music scholar were established. 
This last assertion requires documentation because the secondary li_terature is 
divided an this question. The quantity and quality of interaction between Mattheson and 
Scheibe is therefore a central issue in this analysis. For reasons that will be made 
clearer, it is essential to understand the personal and professional relationship be-
tween Mattheson and Scheibe if we desire tobe fully cognizant of the roots of our pro-
fession. 
The essence of the problem is this. The intellectual climate in German areas during 
the first part of the eighteenth century has too often been misunderstood and misre-
presented by modern music scholars. The influence of French rationalism is frequently 
considered to have been dominant throughout the German areas during this period, while 
British empiricism is said to have gained strength only as the century wore on3• 
Further, Professor Carl Dahlhaus has recently and correctly observed that our percep-
tion of the music-historical developments during the eighteenth century is flawed by a 
generally-accepted conceptual framework that is historically inaccurate and overly 
simplistic. Professor Dahlhaus has outlined powerful and cogent arguments for consi-
dering the period between 1720 and 1814 as cohesive from a music-historical point of 
view. His theses are consistent with an supportive of the main thrust of this,paper4• 
Scheibe's devel~pment as a music scholar provides a good illustration of just how 
much philosophical diversity there was in German areas. While in Leipzig, he had been a 
student of the influential champion of French rationalistic ideals, Johann Christoph 
Gottsched. However, he became fascinated by the vibrant musical and scholarly climate 
of Telemann's and Mattheson's Hamburg. So he moved to Hamburg and worked very closely 
with these two musicians between 1736 and 1739, the very years in which he was deve-
lo.ping his credentials as a music scholar. 
The degree to which he distanced himsel f from the musical climate in Leipzig is 
illustrated by his well-known criticism of the old-fashioned music of Johann Sebastian 
Bach, written while Scheibe was in Hamburg5• But the difference was not just one of 
musical style. Leipzig and Hamburg also differed in their fundamental philosophical 
perspectives. Leipzig was thoroughly dominated by Gottsched' s rationalism during the 
second quarter of the century. Hamburg, an the other hand, had lang been a stronghold 
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of British thought. Indeed, Mattheson had himself been a student and an advocate of 
British empiricism in Hamburg from the first decade of the century6• 
In order to illustrate the significance of this philosophical difference for the 
development of our discipline during its formative years, let me now turn to the lite-
rature an Mattheson and Scheibe. Imanuel Willheim's dissertation provides us with a 
thoughtful study of Scheibe's scholarly endeavors. (Let me mention that, in my view, 
this is a very fine dissertation.) Willhelm delineates Scheibe' s basic philosophical 
position quite clearly, but also permits us to witness how distortions of Mattheson's 
views found in the earlier literature have affected modern music scholarship. 
According to Willheim, Scheibe began as a rationalist, directly under Gottsched's 
powerful influence in Leipzig, but evolved into a spokesman for the new spirit which 
emerged in the eighteenth century7• This spirit was intuitive and pragmatic. British 
approaches more and more came to replace those of French rationalism. Scheibe is 
depicted as having moved away from the rationalism of his early years, a rationalism 
that Willheim asserts is also embodied in the writings of Johann Mattheson8• Willheim's 
v iew is not inconsistent with a well-established scholarly tradition9• Still, this 
point of view is inaccurate and has led to fundamental distortions of our understanding 
of the scholarly climate in Germany during that period. 
So, while Willheim describes Mattheson as a rationalist10 , he simultaneously 
provides readers who are aware that Mattheson was an empiricist with numerous illu-
strations of ways in which Scheibe, as he became more of an empiricist himself, can be 
seen to have Followed very closely in Mattheson's footsteps. When considered from the 
latter point of view, Willheim's dissertation shows · ScheiLe to have been unswervingly 
loyal to the ideals that Mattheson espoused and to have been their primary spokesman in 
the next generation11. 
Hence Willheim's assumption that Mattheson was a rationalist fills his dissertation 
with anomalies. For example, an the one hand, he points out that Mattheson's "Critica 
musica", as the first German music periodical, reflects an English tradition and 
influence. Mattheson is described as a person "whose interest in and familiarity with 
contemporary England is too well known to require comment 1112 • 
Though Mattheson began the publication of this periodical in 1722 (and had published 
an adapted translation of parts of the "Tatler" and "Spectator" nearly a decade 
earlier13 , Willheim indicates, an the other hand, that all of German culture was under 
"French cul tural tyranny" until about He further notes the Scheib~ "avoids any 
categoric statement as to which emotions and passions music could express", noting that 
" ••• it is tempting to assume that this refusal tobe pinned down to specific emotions 
or a ffections signi fies a step away • • • from the older 'Affektenlehre'. Vossius and 
Mattheson ••• associated specific rhythms and meters, with specific emotions1115 • 
But in another place Willheim states, "Significantly the first one · to attack 
Scheibe' s emphasis upon the rationalistic style classification was Johann Mattheson 
whose association with England exposed him to the vitality of English ·empiricism. The 
tenth 'Hauptstück' of the 'Vollkommene Capellmeister', entitled 'Von der musikalischen 
Schreibart' seems to take issue speci fically with Scheibe' s classi fication system as 
found in the thirteenth issue of 'C(riticus) M(usicus)' 1116 • 
In addition, Willheim shows that Mattheson and Scheibe were allies in their attacks 
an Mizler's rationalistic approach to music17 • Mattheson had been striving to eliminate 
old-fashioned ideas from music scholarship since ear ly in his li terary career18 • 
Scheibe, in a poem of praise penned for Mattheson 's "Der vollkommene Capellmeister", 
clearly enjoys himself as he joins the attack against those who would turn music scho-
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larship into abstract mathematical speculation19 • The medieval tradition an which the 
speculative amateur Mizler would build his theories is clearly not suited to the tastes 
of Scheibe and Mattheson, more practical, professional musicians20 • Nevertheless, Will-
heim holds firmly to the notion that Mattheson was a rationalist. This causes Willheim 
to miss other opportunities for realizing the full potential of the materials with 
which he was working. 
There is one especially interesting example of this last phenomenon. Willheim con-
siders Scheibe' s undated manuscript treatise, "Compendium musices", rather carefully. 
He suggests that this manuscript may have been written in Leipzig in the years immedia-
tely before Scheibe moved to Hamburg, but notes that the copy of the manuscript which 
is now at Yale University has the date of 1736, the year in which Scheibe went to Ham-
burg. Willheim indicates that if 1736 were the correct date, then the treatise must 
have been written in Hamburg. Further, he observes that the treatise is filled with 
non-German words, a feature not found in Scheibe's published writings since Gottsched's 
advocacy of a purer German is generally reflected by Scheibe's literary style. In his 
description of this treatise, Willheim also notes that the third part develops a theory 
of melody. As he evaluates its contents, he finds this manuscript to contain an early 
formulation of Scheibe's basic ideas, concepts that would have been contrary to Matthe-
son's presumed "rationalism1121 • 
An examination of the treatise itself reveals a number of interesting things. First, 
the use of non-German words is very similar to practices found in Mattheson's earlier 
treatises22 • Though Mizler was also in Leipzig during the years before Scheibe moved to 
Hamburg and had manifest an intense admiration for Mattheson's jdeas, it is highly 
unlikely that Scheibe would have employed this literary ·style while still in Leipzig 
and directly under Gottsched's influence. After all, as Buelow has pointed out, "Gott-
sched' s goal was to reform the German language ••• " and Scheibe was "Gottsched 's pupil 
and the musician most profoundly influenced by him 1123 • 
Second, though the treatise is deemed tobe concise, non-controversial, and unori-
ginal, "only his emphasis an melody as the heart of musical composition and his 
stylistic analysis points to the future 1124• However, the ideas an melody found in this 
manuscript are in fact very similar to those published by Mattheson, with Scheibe's 
praise, in 1737 and again in 173925 • Mattheson's theory of melody had been evolving for 
a number of years. lt appears in Scheibe' s "Compendium" in a very concise formulation 
andin an advanced state of refinement. Scheibe must have gatten these ideas first-hand" 
in Hamburg. 
lt is therefore reasonable to assume, an the basis of literary style and an the 
basis of content, that this treatise represents Scheibe's own synthesis of the fasci-
nating ideas he was encountering during his first few months in Hamburg. This would 
also explain the 1736 date found an the Yale copy26 • If Will heim had not considered 
Mattheson to have been a rationalist, such an interpretation would very likely have 
occurred to him as he prepared his dissertation. 
There is yet another dimension to the period during which Scheibe was in Hamburg, 
1736 to 1739, which makes it important to our present understanding of Mattheson. Hugo 
Goldschmidt was qui te correct when he pointed out that "Der vollkommene Capellmeister" 
of 1739 has rationalistic elements which are not to be found in Mattheson 's ear lier 
works27 • But his interpretation of why those concepts are tobe found there is off tar-
get. Willheim again assists us, almost inadvertently, iri gaining an understanding of 
why these ratrnnalistic ideas are present more profusely here than in earlier trea-
tises. 
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Willheim compared passages in Scheibe's "Der criticus Musicus" with similar passages 
in "Der vollkommene Capellmeister". He discovered that Mattheson, in his discussion of 
the affections as they relate to various musical styles, was responding directly to 
what Scheibe had written on the subject. Willheim demonstrates that Mattheson was in 
fact r idicul~ng Scheibe' s rationalistic classification of the passions, offering an 
alternative, and warning against accepting ironclad rules from orators and applying 
them to music28. 
Hence the very sections of "Der vollkommene Capellmeister" that led writers such as 
Goldschmidt to call Mattheson a rationalist resulted, at least in part, directly from 
Mattheson's response to, refinement of, and cautioning against the rationalistic ideals 
which Scheibe had brought from Leipzig. Bu~ Willheim, consistently holding the position 
that Mattheson was himself a rationalist and that he had in fact developed and utilized 
a formal 'Affektenlehre', nevertheless maintains that the basic difference between 
Scheibe and Mattheson was that the Former moved away from the precepts of the 'Affek-
tenlehre' by not employing Mattheson's models for the various affections29 • We now know 
that this view simply does not sta~d up under analysis. 
Mattheson was not an advocate of a formal, rationalistic 'Affektenlehre', all modern 
scholarship to the contrary notwithstanding. Here is the way George Buelow summarizes 
this point: 
"Many German Baroque writers on music were found of saying that the expression of 
the Affections in music was a subject as vast as the bottomless ocean. We shall not 
come closer · to understanding this important aspect of Baroque music if we insist, 
like so many writers of the past and present, in condensing the uncharted, watery 
expanses of Baroque expressivity into a single raindrop labeled the 'Affektenlehre'. 
The answers lie in a much more careful reading of the sources, truly an avalanche of 
words from the Saroque itself, and equally important, in the music, in all of its 
varied forms and styles. ~Je have frequently looked at it with the wrang lenses. · 
Baroque music, in its multiplicity of stylistic achievements, contains the answers 
to questions about musical expression, and we can undoubtedly find better lenses for 
our examination if we will eliminate the 'Affektenlehre' from our prescription1130 • 
Also, as I have asserted above and demonstrated elsewhere31 , Mattheson 's basic 
philosophical posture was that of the British pragmatists. Hence he w9uld have had 
little interest in a rigidly rationalistic conceptual framework for the emotions. If 
one is aware that in "Der vollkommene Capellmeister" Mattheson was reacting against 
Gottsched's rationalistic ideals, then the realtionship between Mattheson and Scheibe 
is much clearer. Scheibe was indeed becoming an important spokesman for the intuiti~e, 
pragmatic Hamburg tradition, Mattheson's tradition. 
Thus, if Mattheson and Scheibe are seen as advocates of the same basic musical and 
philosophical values, as I believe they were, then we can compare their contributions 
to music scholarship with the work of Ferkel as if they were essentially of one mind. 
By taking this approach, one finds that the ideals and ideas common to the works of 
Mattheson and Scheibe do indeed lead toward the new period of music scholarship (i.e., 
modern musicology), dominated more by British than by French intellectual models, and 
that the conceptual framework for our discipline as it emerged in Forkel's works is not 
so very different from what his two forerunners had been advocating and striving to 
implement earlier in the century. 
Musicology as a scholarly discipline may have been begun by Ferkel, but the soil in 
which it waxed had long since been tilled and its seeds had been carefully planted by 
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Mattheson, Scheibe, and others. Forkel, by assiduously tending the crops lang in the 
ground gleaned an abundant harvest. !'"orkel 's contributions are quite significant, of 
course, and I do not mean to denigrate his efforts. Still, it is easier to understand 
the historical context in which he was working if, first of all, we reject Willheim's 
view that Mattheson and Scheibe were philosophical foes; secondly, understand that they 
shared the same values; and, thirdly, recognize that their tradition provided the bases 
for, and led dirctly to, the works of the first modern musicologist, Johann Nikolaus 
Forke!. 
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Jürgen Maehder: 
"BANDA SUL PALCO" - VARIABLE BESETZUNGEN IN DER BUHNENMUSII< DER ITALIENISCHEN OPER 
DES 19. JAHRHUNDERTS ALS RELIKTE ALTER BESETZUNGSTRADITIONEN? 
"Clearly a dark day dawned for Italian opera when in 'Ricciardo e Zoraide' he (Ros-
sini) introduced a stage band." 
(Julian Budden, The Operas of Verdi, vol. I, London 1973, S. 20) 
Italienische Opernpartituren des 19. Jahrhunderts weisen häufig eine Eigentümlich-
keit der musikalischen Notation auf, die man in gleichzeitigen französischen oder -deut-
schen Partituren vergeblich suchen wird: Während alle Stimmen des Orchesters exakt no-
tiert sind, wird die Bühnenmusik nur durch zwei Systeme nach Art eines Klavierauszugs 
repräsentiert, die durch die Vorzeichnung "banda" vom übrigen Notentext abgehoben 
werden. Neben der Relevanz der Frage nach einer adäquaten Ausführung dieses Teiles der 
Partitur, dem offenbar ein gegenüber dem Orchester minderer Grad von Werkhaftigkeit 
zugestanden 1'!Urde, stellt sich für diese in Italien äußerst langlebige 
Notierungsgewohnheit auch die Frage nach ihrer musikalisch-strukturellen oder 
institutionellen Begründbarkeit. 
Die vorliegende Untersuchung nahm ihren Ausgang von der Beschäftigung mit histori-
schem Stimmenmaterial, das sich unkatalogisiert im Theaterarchiv des Ricordi-Verlages 
in Mailand befindet1 ; der Befund dieser Stimmensätze und Direktionspartituren für den 
Kapellmeister der Banda mußte ergänzt werden durch eine Beschäftigung mit der szeni-
schen und musikalischen Funktion der entsprechenden Musik. 
Die Frage nach der Herkunft der variablen Besetzungspraxis der Banda in der Tradi-
tion der italienischen Oper des 19. Jahrhunderts ist bisher noch nicht systematisch ge-
stellt l~orden; zwar besitzen wir aufschlußreiche Hinweise von Ludwig Schiedermair2, 
l<laus Haller3 und David Charlton4 zur Frühgeschichte der Verwendung einer "banda sul 
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